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Briefing: debt
Loan terms
Despite global interest 
in real estate lending, 
debt strategies require 
specialised skillsets, 
bringing together real 
estate, finance and 
fiduciary capability. 
Emma Huepfl a 
Principal at Laxfield 
Capital explains how to 
navigate the landscape

It seems there’s never been a better time to 
be a lender in the commercial real estate 
market, and a wide range of international 
investors continue to examine the 
opportunity. 

Latest data demonstrates interest in debt is 
increasing. Globally, 34% of investors are 
now looking to allocate capital to debt 
funds, compared to just 8% in 2011, 
according to Preqin.  

This interest is heavily focused on Europe, 
but is most apparent in the UK, where a 
combination of higher margins, greater 
transaction volume and ease of execution, 
make it a natural first step for new 
European commercial real estate mortgage 
investors. 

But converting interest into deals is not 
straightforward. Much of the new capital 
targeting the UK has fixed rate and longer 
duration requirements of between five and 

20 years. The standard bank market, by 
contrast, was based around five-year 
floating rate loans with interest rate risk 
hedged via swaps. 

Market take up of new capital has been 
slow because many borrowers consider 
fixed rate - with yield maintenance 
provisions - a trading encumbrance. 

Another barrier is route to entry. The most 
successful new entrants have been 
established overseas lenders such as the US 
life companies with a specific allocation to 
private debt. These investors are 
transferring proven lending skills from an 
existing platform, often with the help of 
local intermediaries or a local team. 

Slower to capitalise have been institutions 
without recent lending experience. Setting 
up a team, a strategy, a credit process and 
gaining credibility in the market is a time 
consuming, expensive process. 

Allocating capital to a professional 
manager is an alternative route that has 
seen the creation of various debt vehicles 
and existing institutional investors setting 
up third party management vehicles.  

The investor must then satisfy itself on the 
alignment, specialised capabilities, 
allocation and diversification strategies of 
its chosen partner. These are not 
straightforward decisions in a market that 
is at the early stages of development, 
where rating, benchmarking and 
performance analysis is lacking and 
market data on lending is limited and 
difficult to prove for accuracy.  

What’s on offer?
Opportunities for private debt investors 
start with core real estate lending where 
loan assets are backed by large real estate 
investments with predictable, often rated 
income streams. European banks rarely 
compete for the very large financing 
requirements of these sorts of assets. 

Mortgage providers who can fund 
amounts of £100m or more and have an 
appetite to hold these investments are 
better positioned to take this business. All 
in yields for these core loans (margin 
priced over 5 or 10 year gilts or swaps) 
currently trade at between 3 and 4%.

For more modest appetites, there is a 
middle ground of funding where 
individual loans vary from £10m to £75m 
and banks still form a substantial part of 
the market. Risk positions top out in the 
senior market at between 55 and 65%. 
Gaining market share in this area depends 
as much on deliverability as price 
competitiveness; those with a 
straightforward decision-making structure 
have much to gain. 

Returns in the mid-market reflect the 
divided nature of the commercial real 
estate sector, where the gap between 
prime and secondary has spread to 
exceptionally wide levels. Funding for 
London offices in good locations, even with 
relatively short income streams is widely 
available – and even where the assets are 
transitional.  

Asia Pacific: 
Attractive debt terms are 
continuing to support 
investment volumes in the Asia 
Pacific region, with all in costs 
for a prime borrower in 
markets now as low as 1.5% in 
Japan and 2.5% in Hong Kong 
and Taiwan. 

Paul Guest, Head of Research 
and Strategy at LaSalle 
Investment Management says: 
“Debt is readily available in 
Japan and banks are 
competing quite aggressively.”

But Guest adds that Japanese 
banks are also increasingly 
releasing assets where interest 
is not being serviced and value 
is being eroded. “This is an 
opportunity for value added 
investors to return and pick  
up properties; the majority  
of buyers coming back to  
Japan are not focused on  
these assets and are looking 
for core instead.” 

Interest rates have also fallen 
sharply in Australia, with the 
Reserve Bank of Australia 
cutting interest rates to a 
record low of 2.75% in May. 
“The reduction has made  
REITs more competitive,”  
says Alistair Meadows, 
Director, International  
Capital Group Asia Pacific, 
Jones Lang LaSalle. 

UBS reported in March that 
domestic banks in the region 
remain well positioned to 
administer further credit 
support. “Even in China, where 
the government has imposed a 
lending embargo, domestic 
banks have been subsequently 
allowed to resume their credit 
expansion,” it said. 

United States: 
The US real estate finance 
market may be returning to 
health but institutions remain 
committed to vehicles focussed 
on debt. 

As CMBS issuance hit $48bn in 
late 2012, Prudential Real 
Estate Investors raised $805m 
of discretionary capital for a 
US-focussed debt fund. 

The firm expects “$1.8trn in 
mortgage loans coming due 
over the next several years as 
property owners search for 
reliable and trusted sources of 
capital.” 

Oaktree Capital Group also 
kicked off the year with 
fundraising for a vehicle aimed 
at $3bn that will seek to take 
control of companies through 
the purchase of loans and 
equity stakes, primarily in the 
US. 

As Emerging Trends 2013 
predicted: “Recapitalizing 
well-leased, good-quality 
assets, owned by overleveraged 
borrowers, who are upside 
down financially [are good 
investment bets]. This ongoing 
‘feast of opportunities’ has 
plenty of legs because banks 
continue to engage in ‘extend 
and pretend’ loan strategies as 
more mortgages reach their 
maturities. 

“’Lots of real estate has 
income-generation potential 
but has been compromised  
by distressed capital 
structures.’ ‘Look for distressed 
borrowers, not distressed 
properties.’ ‘Mezzanine debt 
and preferred equity positions 
will offer particularly good 
risk-adjusted returns.’”

News in brief: Finance

“Debt is quite freely available in 
Japan and banks are competing 
quite aggressively”
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By contrast, lenders are largely avoiding 
regional offices or retail (except the very 
best), and trading volumes indicate that a 
margin premium of 100-200 basis points 
does not yet offset the negative sentiment 
and refinancing risk around these sorts of 
assets. Yields on these mortgages also vary 
markedly depending on the sponsor 
quality. 

The distressed and secondary loan 
markets offer higher yield, but suit only 
those with risk appetite and real estate 
capability. Large portfolio sales from banks 
attract many bids and suit specialised 
investors with large resources for analysis 
and the management teams required for 
detailed documentation analysis and asset 
strategy.  

A disparate range of funding has targeted 
the mezzanine sector, raised through 
funds, public issues and via direct 
allocations. Target returns in excess of 
10% do not make this natural funding for a 
well-capitalised investor buying secure, 
well-let assets. So investors need to be 
positioned to deal with exit risk and have a 
strategy for working with, or replacing the 
existing management if the equity position 
is heavily eroded.  

Debt - the next chapter:

There were two fixed rate lenders in 
Europe in 2007. But there are now more 
than ten. Despite this, overall lending 
volumes were lower in 2012 than in 2011.  

There is a bottleneck around the entry 
point for new investors seeking 
conservative prime assets to gain traction 
and experience. Margin compression has 
been significant as new entrants price first 
deals to win business. This is slowing new 
lenders, as they must compete with lenders 
who have proven execution skills and are 
targeting well-capitalised investors with 
access to a wide range of financing 
relationships. 

US investors, driven to seek investments in 
the UK by yield compression in their own 
mortgage market, are likely to continue to 
increase their presence, subject to deal 
opportunities and continued yield uplift.  

More European institutions that have 
expressed an interest should undertake 
deals, creating a further pool of liquidity. 
Asian capital, particularly from low 
yielding markets, is showing strong 
interest. Like the global equity pool 
targeting London assets, the range of debt 
investors circling the UK market is 
extraordinarily wide.

Be realistic and patient; the market is adjusting 
carefully and investments are slow to book 

Expect caution from borrowers jaded by dealing 
with retreating lenders and the inadequacy of 
CMBS structures to deal decisively with problem 
loans
 
Expect scrutiny before take up. Ensure that the 
combination of new skills required - detailed 
knowledge of real estate, lending, and fiduciary 
capability  - are all satisfactorily represented in 
your platform.

Avoid the pay structures that rewarded origination 
over long-term performance

Be prepared to shift strategy as pricing changes 
and opportunities develop. This needs to be a 
multi-year strategy with flexibility around returns 
that allow you to be patient in a thin market and 
act quickly when transaction levels rise.

How to create a successful debt product

1
2
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4
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U.S. investors, driven 
to seek investments 
in the UK by yield 
compression in their 
own mortgage market, 
are likely to continue 
to increase their 
presence.

Laxfield Capital is a commercial mortgage investment 
management business.  Clients include leading global investors, 
US Life Companies and European Banks. It recently announced 
the Laxfield Lending Programme with initial capital from GIC.
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